
Contemporary Design Solutions 
for Any Style
by James Hardie

INTRODUCING  
Hardie® Textured Panels



This book is meant for those with a  
vision. For those who dream about  
their home’s potential. Now, with  
Hardie® Textured Panels, the design 
possibilities are truly endless. This 
integrated solution of panels and 
trims enables unique combinations of 
contemporary textures and architectural 
lines to achieve any style. So, whether 
your style is modern, transitional, 
traditional, or somewhere in between, 
with James Hardie, It's Possible™ to 
make your vision a reality.Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel Hardie® Knockdown Panel Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel



STYLE



Minimalist style. 
Maximum modern potential.  
Every level of this modern  
home was designed to impress.  
The stunning combination of glass  
and concrete with a variety of  
unique profiles by James Hardie 
gives your home an amazing sense 
of complexity and depth, allowing it 
to achieve a modern style that  
inspires at every angle.

Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Top Right and Bottom Left (Vertical Application)
Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Center Right
Artisan® Square Channel Siding | Center (Horizontal Application)



Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Left (Horizontal Application)
HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Countrylane Red | Second Floor Window Accent
Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Left Side
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | First and Second Floor Patio Accents (Horizontal Application)
Hardie® Knockdown Panel | Front Door Accent

Is it possible for your  
midcentury modern home  
to be as bold as you are? 
Two words that perfectly describe  
this contemporary twist on a  
midcentury modern style home?  
Movement and energy. Here,  
there’s no shortage of either.  
Innovative products and colors  
by James Hardie transform this 
historic style into something that  
feels new and interesting and that  
will turn heads for years to come.



Artisan® Square Channel Siding | Top Left Side
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Center Right
Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Bottom Left

Three materials.  
One beautiful vision. 
This look was made possible by 
Hardie® Textured Panels and trims. 
The use of three unique cladding 
materials may seem unexpected, 
but this intentional choice is the key 
to developing a balanced, modern 
look. Projects and recesses get 
the spotlight they deserve, leaving 
onlookers in awe of what’s possible.



Read between the lines.
Lines are the focal point of this 
design, and Hardie® Textured Panels 
are perfectly accented with Artisan® 
Square Channel Siding to create a 
beautiful, unique and balanced look.

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Main Cladding
Artisan® Square Channel Siding | Bottom Right Accent



Monochromatic  
but never boring. 
Shifts in surface texture and  
orientation allow this home to 
achieve an unexpected variety 
balanced by the monochromatic 
color scheme.

Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Left and Top Right (Vertical Application)  
and Center (Horizontal Application)
HardiePlank® Smooth Lap Siding | Top Right Window Accent
Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Bottom Right Garage Accent



Smooth as sand. 
Thanks to Hardie® Textured  
Panels, this home has an entirely 
new look and an even fresher feel. 
The modular aesthetic is perfectly 
complemented by HardiePlank® 
Smooth Lap Siding, resulting in  
an unforgettable home that radiates 
with possibility.

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Top Left, Center
HardiePlank® Smooth Lap Siding Arctic White | Garage Accent



Transitional
STYLE



HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Arctic White | Center
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Left and Right (Vertical Application) 

A fresh take on the farmhouse?  
It’s Possible™. 
When you think of a traditional  
farmhouse, you can’t help but  
imagine something elegantly simple. 
It’s a style that’s rooted in nostalgia, 
but that doesn’t mean it has to feel 
dated. This fresh, upbeat version of 
the beloved farmhouse shows you 
that simple massing, a single body 
color and unique stylistic details can 
make a world of difference. 



Down to earth. 
The facade is made up of a  
simple but intentional arrangement 
of mixed profiles in subtle earth 
tones. The result? A natural yet  
memorable look. Hardie® Textured 
Panels and trims give it amazing 
depth and interest no matter  
where you look.

HardieTrim® Boards Stonehaven Gray | Left Windows and Garage Accents
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Left, Right, and Center Window Accents (Horizontal Application)
Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Center
HardiePlank® Lap Siding Khaki Brown | Left Accent Between Windows



Bring more artfulness  
to the Craftsman. 
With arts and crafts roots,  
this home proves to be a classic 
example of American architecture 
with a modern twist. The unique 
color selections and use of 
innovative profiles by James Hardie 
like Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel, 
HardieTrim® Boards and  
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel give  
this home a transitional makeover. 
Already a popular style from coast  
to coast, this fresh new take is sure  
to keep people swooning. 

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Second Floor Left
HardiePlank® Lap Siding Arctic White | Second Floor Right
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | First Floor Right (Horizontal Application)



Catch eyes. Capture hearts. 
A touch of verticality is achieved 
here thanks to the V-groove profile  
of Hardie® Textured Panels. 
You can’t help but look toward  
the warm and welcoming front 
courtyard and fall in love with  
this captivating home from start  
to stucco-style finish. 

Artisan® Square Channel Siding | Left Corner Window, Right Garage
Hardie® Knockdown Panel | Center Accent Around Patio



Three unique elements.  
One bold vision. 
The juxtaposition of materials  
and colors creates a playful  
facade. The result? Three unique  
elements that come together to 
achieve an impressively bold,  
singular design vision. 

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Center and Right
HardieTrim® Boards Page White | Window Accents
HardiePlank® Smooth Lap Siding Cobble Stone | Bottom Left



Incomparable  
contrast.  
Contrasting colors 
combined with Hardie® 
Knockdown Panels  
and other innovative 
profiles by James Hardie 
help this transitional 
European style home 
feel distinctly beautiful.  

HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Arctic White | Right
Hardie® Knockdown Panel | Left



Inspired by the Southwest.  
Breathtaking in every direction. 
This Spanish transitional is exactly what  
happens when you marry a cultural style  
with modern accents. The innovative  
profiles are what really allow contemporary  
and historic elements to coexist beautifully.  
Find inspiration from the desert and the  
mountains no matter where you are. 

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Center
HardiePlank® Lap Siding Navajo Beige | Left 



Grounded in the past.  
Made for the future. 
The use of creative profiles, 
such as Hardie® Smooth Sand 
Panel, and colors, gives this 
home a genuine feel. It may 
be rooted in the past, but 
everything about this home is 
strikingly contemporary. It’s a 
design born from tradition but 
built to last well into the future. 

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Main Cladding



Meet the modern farmhouse 
of your dreams. 
At first glance, this home feels 
very much like a traditional 
farmhouse. But take a closer 
look and you’ll find all kinds 
of contemporary details. The 
thoughtful application of various 
profiles by James Hardie 
transforms a simple ranch 
home into an iconic symbol of 
transitional design.

Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | Center
HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Rich Espresso | Left and Garage Accent



Strike the perfect balance 
between traditional and 
contemporary. 
This design manages to 
effortlessly find balance, 
achieving a traditional  
yet contemporary aesthetic 
all at once. It may seem like a 
classic Craftsman, but the use 
of differentiated profiles like 
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel 
and mixed trim styles, along 
with unique color choices, 
results in a modern influence 
for this transitional home. 

Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Top Left and Right (Horizontal Application)
HardiePlank® Lap Siding Evening Blue | Center
HardieTrim® Boards Arctic White | Window Accents



Traditional
STYLE



HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Arctic White | Second Floor Center
HardieShingle® Straight Edge Siding Gray Slate | Gable Accents
Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Main Cladding (Horizontal Application)
HardieTrim® Boards Arctic White | Window Accents

A look that draws you  
in from the outside.  
The main body of this breathtaking 
home is finished in Hardie®  
Multi-Groove Panels. These panels 
elegantly wrap around the facade 
for a seamless look. The horizontal 
grooves add even more visual 
interest, catching the eye and 
creating a sense of unexpected 
width and subtle height. 



Endless possibility  
for a timeless design.
Clean, balanced, and completely  
unassuming, this symmetrical  
home transforms itself into  
something irresistibly quaint and 
charming. The combination of  
color, form, and unique profiles by 
James Hardie results in a timeless 
take on coastal architecture.

HardieTrim® Boards Arctic White | Window Accents
HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Chardonnay | Gable Accents
Hardie® Knockdown Panel | Second Floor



It’s Possible™ for 
a historic home to 
embrace the future. 
The cohesiveness 
of color across 
each element unites 
the elevation, tying 
the historic to the 
contemporary. With a 
bit of modern sentiment 
and the advantage 
of innovative exterior 
materials, this home 
maintains its sense of 
history while moving 
proudly toward  
the future. 

  

HardiePanel® Vertical Siding with HardieTrim® Battens Night Gray | Center
Hardie® Smooth Sand Panel | First Floor
HardiePlank® Smooth Lap Siding Great White | Second Floor



A classic with an air of coastal. 
What do you get when you marry  
an iconic front porch, a classic 
Low Country home, and our Arctic 
White color? A warm and inviting  
home that welcomes visitors from  
the moment they pull into the  
driveway. It’s a classic interpretation 
with a touch of modern sentiment 
that makes it truly memorable.

Hardie® Multi-Groove Panel | Dormer Accents and Garage (Horizontal Application)
HardiePlank® Lap Siding Arctic White | Front Porch





Contact your local James Hardie sales representative  
or customer service for more information.   

 1.888.542.7343    |    jameshardie.com    |    jameshardiepros.com
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